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As part of YRC in MIT the following activities were conducted during 

VISION COMPANIONS: 

Visually challenged people who need a support for their education were given proper 

guidance to face academic and competitive exams. Reading, writing assignments and recording 

were done by interested volunteers from 5pm to 7.30pm during weekdays.

center like vocabulary, aptitude, and G.K questions also enriches the knowledge of those who 

volunteer here. Interacting with our visually challenged brothers and knowing their experiences 

serves as a revelation. 
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challenged people who need a support for their education were given proper 

guidance to face academic and competitive exams. Reading, writing assignments and recording 

were done by interested volunteers from 5pm to 7.30pm during weekdays.

center like vocabulary, aptitude, and G.K questions also enriches the knowledge of those who 

volunteer here. Interacting with our visually challenged brothers and knowing their experiences 

        SERVICE    

As part of YRC in MIT the following activities were conducted during  

challenged people who need a support for their education were given proper 

guidance to face academic and competitive exams. Reading, writing assignments and recording 

were done by interested volunteers from 5pm to 7.30pm during weekdays. The activities of the 

center like vocabulary, aptitude, and G.K questions also enriches the knowledge of those who 

volunteer here. Interacting with our visually challenged brothers and knowing their experiences 
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ORPHANAGE VISIT: 

 YOUTH RED CROSS has been involving in many services. One such includes visiting 

the orphanages around Chennai. The volunteer ‘s orphanage visit was conducted on Jan 8

2017. The orphanage selected was Karunai Illam, a home for children, located at Meda

Tambaram. Many YRC volunteers actively came up for the visit and the volunteer count was 

about 80. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many games were conducted like running, water filling where the children have to fill 

water using their hands and many other games like 

drawing, and poetry and match box art. Many displayed their skills and excellence in poetry and 

drawing, and their talents were brought out during these games.

The students visited “

2017.Students were taken in buses. After reaching the place, the students were given warm 

welcome by the people in the orphanage. The students then visited many places in the orphanage 

like dining hall, a place for pets (birds). Ma

YOUTH RED CROSS has been involving in many services. One such includes visiting 

the orphanages around Chennai. The volunteer ‘s orphanage visit was conducted on Jan 8

2017. The orphanage selected was Karunai Illam, a home for children, located at Meda

Tambaram. Many YRC volunteers actively came up for the visit and the volunteer count was 

Many games were conducted like running, water filling where the children have to fill 

water using their hands and many other games like stone pick, lemon in spoon, balloon bursting, 

drawing, and poetry and match box art. Many displayed their skills and excellence in poetry and 

drawing, and their talents were brought out during these games. 

The students visited “Sivananda Gurukulam” at Katangalathur on 29 January, 

2017.Students were taken in buses. After reaching the place, the students were given warm 

welcome by the people in the orphanage. The students then visited many places in the orphanage 

like dining hall, a place for pets (birds). Many games were conducted on behalf of YRC for the 
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people in the orphanage like number arranging, kho

They enjoyed the games to the maximum. Prizes were also given to the participants.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

people in the orphanage like number arranging, kho-kho, cricket, basketball, and musical chair. 

They enjoyed the games to the maximum. Prizes were also given to the participants.

kho, cricket, basketball, and musical chair. 

They enjoyed the games to the maximum. Prizes were also given to the participants. 



AWARENESS ON BLOOD DONATION:

A session was conducted to create awareness about the donation of blood to help the needy at the 
times of emergency. The session was held on 12.10.2016 (Wednesday), at 4.30 pm in Rajam 
Lecture Hall Complex. Dr. Subulakshmi work
Chennai explained about the importance and benefits of donating blood.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BLOOD DONATION CAMP:

First blood donation camp was held on September 27
camp was held on March 9, 2017. An amount of 72 units of blood was donated by 57 students 
and 15 staff members in the first blood donation camp.
Our Student volunteers had been sent for emergency requirement of blood in the academic year 
2016 – 17. 
 

Emergency Units sent: 104
 

Blood Camp 1 (27th September 2016): 72
 

Blood Camp 2 (09th March 2017): 59
 

Total: 235 Units 
 
 
 
 

WARENESS ON BLOOD DONATION: 

A session was conducted to create awareness about the donation of blood to help the needy at the 
times of emergency. The session was held on 12.10.2016 (Wednesday), at 4.30 pm in Rajam 
Lecture Hall Complex. Dr. Subulakshmi working in Government hospital located in Central, 
Chennai explained about the importance and benefits of donating blood. 

BLOOD DONATION CAMP: 

First blood donation camp was held on September 27th, 2016 and the second blood donation 
on March 9, 2017. An amount of 72 units of blood was donated by 57 students 

and 15 staff members in the first blood donation camp. 
Our Student volunteers had been sent for emergency requirement of blood in the academic year 
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Blood Verification Camp: 
On 9th February, 2017 Blood verification camp was held in Madras Institute of Technology, 
Chennai from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm. All
thousand hundred students participated and agreed to donate their blood at least once a year. Our 
student friendly Dean, Dr. A. Rajadurai took part in the camp. Tambaram Government Hospital 
doctors came to our campus and conducted the “BLOOD VERIFICATION CAMP” with the 
help of our college’s volunteers.
 
Awareness on child welfare: 

In order to create awareness among the youngsters about child welfare, the Youth Red Cross of 

MIT conducted a session on child welfare. The session was held in Rajam Lecture Hall Complex 

in which the Chief Guest invited was a socialist who gave enough awar

MIT about the child abuse, child education and child 

attended the session. 

 

 

The YRC conducted one of the most important fests in the 

MIT. The third edition of the Youth Fest, a programme aimed at 
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showcasing the talents of visually challenged students from the 

various college of the state, was conducted on the 

February 2017. We invited nearly 21 colleges for this event. 

Youth fest is a cultural festival organized by vision companions 

under the aegis of the Youth Red Cross society of MIT.

guests of honor was Mr. K. Abdul Ghani

and he is a motivational speaker. He works as the head of three 

plantation camps. He is an experienced speaker who motivates the 

people by sharing his real experiences in his life. The next 

valuable person Ms. Mangai

motivational speaker and a volunteer

foundation”, has been supporting visually challenged people for 

decades. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

showcasing the talents of visually challenged students from the 

various college of the state, was conducted on the 12th of 

We invited nearly 21 colleges for this event. 

Youth fest is a cultural festival organized by vision companions 

under the aegis of the Youth Red Cross society of MIT. The 

Mr. K. Abdul Ghani, green man of India 

speaker. He works as the head of three 

plantation camps. He is an experienced speaker who motivates the 

people by sharing his real experiences in his life. The next 

Ms. Mangai Krishnasamy, who is also a 

motivational speaker and a volunteer of “Make a Wish 

foundation”, has been supporting visually challenged people for 



MARTYRS DAY COMPETITION

On 15th February 2017, the YRC conducted different competitions for students on 
“MARTYRS DAY”. Martyrs day is celebrated on 30th January every year in 15 countries 
including India. It is the Death Anniversary of ‘MAHATMA GANDHI’
nation. These competitions were held among the first
Competitions help students to get away from stage fear and to come out with flying colors.

The competitions took place in the Lecture Hall Complex in all the rooms in the 2
This was mainly conducted for the first year students in MIT to motivate them to compete in all 
the upcoming events which will take place in the campus.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another important event of the YRC is the one

end of the even semester. This camp comprises of two common sessions which resembles the 

weekly activity of the organization, a first aid camp and valediction for the off

academic year. This year, the one

event is scheduled to happen for half a day. A session has been planned for the students that 

awaits the presence of the Thirunangaigal, (Transgende

their life. They are expected to provide extreme motivational advice for the students. This event 

is the most happening event that is going to be held on the one

planned by the volunteers of the organization after huge struggles. Another important plan is the 
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including India. It is the Death Anniversary of ‘MAHATMA GANDHI’

ompetitions were held among the first-year students to exhibit their talents. 
Competitions help students to get away from stage fear and to come out with flying colors.

The competitions took place in the Lecture Hall Complex in all the rooms in the 2
This was mainly conducted for the first year students in MIT to motivate them to compete in all 
the upcoming events which will take place in the campus. 

ONE DAY CAMP 

Another important event of the YRC is the one-day camp that is held every year at the 

end of the even semester. This camp comprises of two common sessions which resembles the 

weekly activity of the organization, a first aid camp and valediction for the off

academic year. This year, the one-day camp has been planned on 02.04.2017 (Sunday). This 

event is scheduled to happen for half a day. A session has been planned for the students that 

awaits the presence of the Thirunangaigal, (Transgenders) who have crossed various hurdles in 

their life. They are expected to provide extreme motivational advice for the students. This event 

is the most happening event that is going to be held on the one-day camp. This event has been 
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first aid camp by the St. John Ambulance Service in association with the Indian Red Cross 

society to provide awareness about the first aid measures for the students and the volunteer

Then valediction for the present office bearers of the organization by the third year volunteers is 

planned. This valediction also comprises of the award giving function for the best first year 

volunteers. Officially this concludes the yearly activities

first aid camp by the St. John Ambulance Service in association with the Indian Red Cross 

society to provide awareness about the first aid measures for the students and the volunteer

Then valediction for the present office bearers of the organization by the third year volunteers is 

planned. This valediction also comprises of the award giving function for the best first year 

volunteers. Officially this concludes the yearly activities of the MIT YRC. 
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YRC Annual Camp 2016

 

Before we go to the camp spot, we started our service from our college, corresponding to the 

saying, “BEGIN FROM THE HOME”. We cleaned our MIT campus, collected the garbage 

separately and Plastics separately. Those plastics are being used for recycling purpose. And the 

garbage is being sent for the waste disposal purpose. We separated into 5 teams namely, 

“PRITHVI, NIRBHAY, 

 

BHRAMOS, TRISHUL & AGNI”. The next day morning, we started our journey to the camp 
spot “AANOOR” village, in Chengalpattu district. The span of days spend in camp spot is 5 
days, from 27.06.2016 To 02.07.2016.

The following are the various activities carried out in annual 

FIRE DEMO: 

In this demo, we learned more about the precautions and immediate measures to be taken 

when fire accident is broken out. Four members came from the Chengalpattu fire station for this 

demonstration. They created awareness about the fire ac

students and the locality people. They also thought five different methods of fire rescue and also 

the modes to put off the fire. They also made us fearless about us fire accidents.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RC Annual Camp 2016 

Before we go to the camp spot, we started our service from our college, corresponding to the 

saying, “BEGIN FROM THE HOME”. We cleaned our MIT campus, collected the garbage 

rately. Those plastics are being used for recycling purpose. And the 

garbage is being sent for the waste disposal purpose. We separated into 5 teams namely, 

AGNI”. The next day morning, we started our journey to the camp 
spot “AANOOR” village, in Chengalpattu district. The span of days spend in camp spot is 5 
days, from 27.06.2016 To 02.07.2016. 

The following are the various activities carried out in annual camp. 

In this demo, we learned more about the precautions and immediate measures to be taken 

when fire accident is broken out. Four members came from the Chengalpattu fire station for this 

demonstration. They created awareness about the fire accidents for us and also for the school 

students and the locality people. They also thought five different methods of fire rescue and also 

the modes to put off the fire. They also made us fearless about us fire accidents.
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MEDICAL CAMP: 

The medical camp is another major event that takes place every year during YRC camp. 
This year the camp was organized well by the senior volunteers. They had requested for doctors 
from Chettinad Hospital which is located in

 

The first year volunteers. Once again we went around the village. They sat and spoke with every 

villager and told them the importance of doing a health checkup once in a while. They also told 

them about the checkups done during the medical camp and some of them convinced t

villagers and brought them directly to the school. About eight doctors from Chettinad Hospital 

conducted the medical camp. Around 100 villagers from Aanoor, P.V. Kalathur, Vallipuram, 

attended the camp. The camp served as a strong medium for interaction

the villagers. The students became one of their family members and heard their problems and 

woes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The villagers got their basic health parameters such as blood pressure, eye sight etc. 
checked during the camp. The
making a note of the patient’s name and their suffering. Thus, medical camp gave ultimate 
satisfaction to everyone in the village.
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he villagers got their basic health parameters such as blood pressure, eye sight etc. 
checked during the camp. The student volunteers also aided the medical representatives by 
making a note of the patient’s name and their suffering. Thus, medical camp gave ultimate 
satisfaction to everyone in the village. 
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WALL PAINTING: 

 

We also did many paintings in the walls of the school that includes

 

 Abdul Kalam 

 Gandhiji 

 Fruits and vegetables
 Tamil poems and Thirukurals 

 Related to science
 India and Tamilnadu maps

 

We also renovated the black boards in all the class 

SCHOOL TEACHING: 

 

As the students stayed in the Aanoor Primary School, the volunteers got the golden 

opportunity to teach the students every day. The primary school provided education from grade 1 

to grade 8. So, each team was divided into three gro

grade 1 to grade 3. Second time for grade 4 and grade 5. And third team for grade 6, 7 and 8. The 

students were extremely friendly and welcomed the volunteers without treating them like 

strangers. Soon they found s

sharp and grasped quickly while some needed more attention. Some students developed a strong 

bond with the volunteers by sharing their life stories and their interests. 

library meant or even its Tamil equivalent “Noolagam”. This made them unable to read beyond 
their textbooks. The camp was a huge success and the villagers were extremely grateful.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We also did many paintings in the walls of the school that includes 

Abdul Kalam 

Gandhiji 

Fruits and vegetables 
Tamil poems and Thirukurals 

Related to science 
India and Tamilnadu maps 

We also renovated the black boards in all the class rooms. 

As the students stayed in the Aanoor Primary School, the volunteers got the golden 

opportunity to teach the students every day. The primary school provided education from grade 1 

to grade 8. So, each team was divided into three groups. First group taught for students from 

grade 1 to grade 3. Second time for grade 4 and grade 5. And third team for grade 6, 7 and 8. The 

students were extremely friendly and welcomed the volunteers without treating them like 

strangers. Soon they found several brothers and sisters. Some of the students were extremely 

sharp and grasped quickly while some needed more attention. Some students developed a strong 

bond with the volunteers by sharing their life stories and their interests.  

its Tamil equivalent “Noolagam”. This made them unable to read beyond 
their textbooks. The camp was a huge success and the villagers were extremely grateful.
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opportunity to teach the students every day. The primary school provided education from grade 1 
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their textbooks. The camp was a huge success and the villagers were extremely grateful. 



 

SCHOOL GAMES: 

 

The bond between the students and the volunteers had grown close when 

several competing games for the school kids. The contests to be conducted had been planned 

earlier. Each team was asked to host two competitions for all the students. The teams had a very 

good understanding by sending the students from one c

The kids were extremely happy to participate. They were talented and got an opportunity to show 

their skills. 

About sixteen competitions were conducted which include
 

• Water filling in bottles
 

• Rhymes 
 

• Speech 
 

• Musical chair
 

• Tamil Composition writing
 

• Running race
 

• Lemon and spoon
 

• Drawing 
 

• Tamil oratorical, etc
 

The volunteers were astounded by the students' energy and their performances and found 

it difficult to evaluate them. The prizes for these competitions had 

competitions took place till the afternoon. It served as a platform for the kids to find out what 

they were good at. Students actively participated in all the competitions and they performed very 

well. It was so charming to see 

FIELD WORK: 

To keep our surroundings clean, it takes a lot of social responsibility. The students proved 

that they have social responsibility, by getting into the field as soon as it was assigned. The team 

was split into two. The volunteers collected the tools such as pluck axe, wastebaskets, 

broomsticks from senior volunteers. Each team expressed its concern and interest in the 

environment by planning to improve

which was used by several students consisted of plants with thorns and garbage. The students, in 

The bond between the students and the volunteers had grown close when 

several competing games for the school kids. The contests to be conducted had been planned 

earlier. Each team was asked to host two competitions for all the students. The teams had a very 

good understanding by sending the students from one contest to another after it was completed. 

The kids were extremely happy to participate. They were talented and got an opportunity to show 

bout sixteen competitions were conducted which include 
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al chair 

Tamil Composition writing 

Running race 

Lemon and spoon 

Tamil oratorical, etc 

The volunteers were astounded by the students' energy and their performances and found 

it difficult to evaluate them. The prizes for these competitions had been bought beforehand. The 

competitions took place till the afternoon. It served as a platform for the kids to find out what 

they were good at. Students actively participated in all the competitions and they performed very 

well. It was so charming to see the awesomeness on the faces of the children.

To keep our surroundings clean, it takes a lot of social responsibility. The students proved 

that they have social responsibility, by getting into the field as soon as it was assigned. The team 

split into two. The volunteers collected the tools such as pluck axe, wastebaskets, 

broomsticks from senior volunteers. Each team expressed its concern and interest in the 

environment by planning to improve.  The vast space in front the school and 

which was used by several students consisted of plants with thorns and garbage. The students, in 
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spite of getting hurt, removed all the plants and made the place suitable for walking. Inside the 

school the ground and the building surroundin

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CULTURALS: 

One of the most entertaining parts of YRC camp was cultural events. The students were 

responsible and utilized their free time alone for practice. This served as a platform for the 

students to exhibit their talents. It w

opportunity to spread messages among the masses. Whichever team had the task of catering was 

also responsible for that day’s cultural programs. After serving breakfast and lunch the students 

came up with wonderful ideas and prepared skits, dance and music programs. All the expressed 

their social concern by doing skits of which the mime by Prithvi team

They made MIT Youth Red Cross proud by showing various activities done 

reading for visually challenged, blood donation, social? campaigns and much more. The villagers 

and kids also warmed the occasion by their presence which was an encouragement for our 

volunteers. The best cultural performance was suitab

YOGA: 

Yoga, a very interesting session in the camp. It made all of us in the camp to relax our 
mind. Many school children also came there and participated in this session. It was done around 
for one hour. 

The students of YRC had volunteered 

significant contribution and this is used to buy the need and necessary of the school children The 

senior volunteers bought saplings, books, chairs, stationeries, buckets, fans, tube lights, dustbins 

and other essentials for the school. The Programme officers presented these to the school 

headmistress. 

We also requested the authority to provide proper benches for the school children and 

also for the proper bus service. The school head mistress was extremely happy about receiving 

the contributions of YRC. She also appreciated the volunteers for their dedi

their service to the school. The dignitaries also awarded the kids who had won the competitions 

conducted by the YRC volunteers. The kids were delighted to have been acknowledged. Later, 

the senior volunteers awarded the teams for cat

spite of getting hurt, removed all the plants and made the place suitable for walking. Inside the 

school the ground and the building surroundings were cleaned. 

One of the most entertaining parts of YRC camp was cultural events. The students were 

responsible and utilized their free time alone for practice. This served as a platform for the 

students to exhibit their talents. It was the first time for most of the students. They also used this 

opportunity to spread messages among the masses. Whichever team had the task of catering was 

also responsible for that day’s cultural programs. After serving breakfast and lunch the students 

ame up with wonderful ideas and prepared skits, dance and music programs. All the expressed 

their social concern by doing skits of which the mime by Prithvi team won everyone’s hearts. 

They made MIT Youth Red Cross proud by showing various activities done 

reading for visually challenged, blood donation, social? campaigns and much more. The villagers 

and kids also warmed the occasion by their presence which was an encouragement for our 

volunteers. The best cultural performance was suitably rewarded. 

Yoga, a very interesting session in the camp. It made all of us in the camp to relax our 
mind. Many school children also came there and participated in this session. It was done around 
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significant contribution and this is used to buy the need and necessary of the school children The 

senior volunteers bought saplings, books, chairs, stationeries, buckets, fans, tube lights, dustbins 

essentials for the school. The Programme officers presented these to the school 

We also requested the authority to provide proper benches for the school children and 

also for the proper bus service. The school head mistress was extremely happy about receiving 

the contributions of YRC. She also appreciated the volunteers for their dedi

their service to the school. The dignitaries also awarded the kids who had won the competitions 

conducted by the YRC volunteers. The kids were delighted to have been acknowledged. Later, 

the senior volunteers awarded the teams for catering, school teaching, cultural, team interaction, 

spite of getting hurt, removed all the plants and made the place suitable for walking. Inside the 

One of the most entertaining parts of YRC camp was cultural events. The students were 

responsible and utilized their free time alone for practice. This served as a platform for the 

as the first time for most of the students. They also used this 

opportunity to spread messages among the masses. Whichever team had the task of catering was 

also responsible for that day’s cultural programs. After serving breakfast and lunch the students 

ame up with wonderful ideas and prepared skits, dance and music programs. All the expressed 

won everyone’s hearts. 

They made MIT Youth Red Cross proud by showing various activities done by it which includes 

reading for visually challenged, blood donation, social? campaigns and much more. The villagers 

and kids also warmed the occasion by their presence which was an encouragement for our 

Yoga, a very interesting session in the camp. It made all of us in the camp to relax our 
mind. Many school children also came there and participated in this session. It was done around 

to give funds for the school. Each team made a 

significant contribution and this is used to buy the need and necessary of the school children The 

senior volunteers bought saplings, books, chairs, stationeries, buckets, fans, tube lights, dustbins 

essentials for the school. The Programme officers presented these to the school 

We also requested the authority to provide proper benches for the school children and 

also for the proper bus service. The school head mistress was extremely happy about receiving 

the contributions of YRC. She also appreciated the volunteers for their dedication, sincerity and 

their service to the school. The dignitaries also awarded the kids who had won the competitions 

conducted by the YRC volunteers. The kids were delighted to have been acknowledged. Later, 

ering, school teaching, cultural, team interaction, 



and public interaction, field work and survey. The best representatives and volunteers were also 

awarded. This encouraged the volunteers to involve more in YRC activities. The volunteers gave 

their feedback about the camp and made suggestions to make the camp even better. 


